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Spirit Of Python Jentezen Franklin
Whom should I marry? What will I do with my life? Do I
take this job? Should I invest money in this opportunity?
God has bestowed an incredible gift in the heart of every
believer. He has given you an internal compass to help
guide your life, your family, your children, your finances,
and much more. Jentezen Franklin reveals how, through
the Holy Spirit, you can tap into the heart and mind of
the Almighty. Learn to trust those divine “nudges” and
separate God's voice from all other voices in your life.
Tap into your supernatural gift of spiritual discernment
and you will better be able to fulfill your purpose as a
child of God.
New York Times Best Seller! 1500 5-Star Reviews! From
the author that brought you NEW YORK TIMES best
selling books The Harbinger, The Mystery of the
Shemitah, and The Paradigm selling over 3 MILLION
copies Imagine if you discovered a treasure chest in
which were hidden ancient mysteries, revelations from
heaven, secrets of the ages, the answers to man’s most
enduring, age-old questions, and the hidden keys that
can transform your life to joy, success, and
blessing…This is The Book of Mysteries.
You don’t have to live in fear and worry about your
finances, your family, or your health. It’s time to step out
in confidence and make the fearless life a reality.
Are you tired of the setbacks and oppression? Do you
have dreams, visions, and hear the voice of the Lord yet wonder where God is when Python is prevailing
against you? Have you been learning his strategies and
fighting back but to no avail? If yes, the spirit of python
may have dominion. This is the missing piece of the
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puzzle that the spirit of python doesn't want understood.
Complete with chapter review questions and a "My
Heart's Desire" evaluation, this title offers the truth
behind the spirit of python's identity, how and why he is
successful against children of God, his strategies, and
what it takes to come out from his DOMINION. Paula
Cross was dominated by the spirit of python for decades
despite walking with Jesus Christ since 1988. But the
Holy Spirit walked her out of his dominion through
visions and dreams and in 2009, after reaching the end
of her rope with all the injustice and financial setbacks,
Paula pressed God for deliverance from Python like
never before! And now... she is finally free! The story of
her supernatural journey is disclosed along with the
revelation of Python's real ID, how to put him out
completely and powerful prayers that are sure to help
anyone out of the spirit of python's grip.
Unbound
The Art of Strategic Prayer and Spiritual Warfare
Take Hold of Your Dream
Right People, Right Place, Right Plan
Five Easy Steps to Turn Your Dreams Into Reality
Defeating the Python Spirit
Fasting Journal
Satan's Dirty Little Secret
In order to walk in the truth and avoid being deceived by the worldly
philosophies and satanic attacks, we must try the spirits, according to
the mandate of 1 John 4:1, to see if they are of God. Many believers are
aware of this command but do not know how to try the spirits. Where
do they begin? If you are one of these people, do not fret. This book
can help! Mary Garrison has compiled a guide to the principal evil
spirits at work in our world today, so that you can identify them
remove them from your life and the lives of others. In this book, you
will learn… The biblical names of the principal evil spirits The fruits of
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these spirits The tactics they use in the lives of believers Scriptural
methods of overcoming them How to live in victory over the evil one
Do not be deceived any longer. Learn how to try the spirits and walk in
the victory Christ has purchased for you on the cross. You were made
to walk in the truth, and that truth will set you free!
Your how-to guide into the spirit realm! Get ready to enter the world
of a seer! In this groundbreaking and revolutionary book, Jonathan
Welton describes his unique journey about how God opened his
spiritual eyes. He shares how you too can activate this gift in your life.
The School of the Seers is the how-to guide for seeing into the spirit
realm. Making insightful use of anecdotal stories, the author helps you
discover vital keys from the Scripture to: See with your spiritual eyes.
Use the four keys to greater experiences. Recognize what may be
hindering your discernment. Access divine secrets and steward
heavenly revelation. Learn how to really worship in Spirit and in Truth.
Understand meditation, impartation, and so much more. The fresh
and profound concepts taught in this book take a mystical
subject--seers and the spirit realm--and make it relevant for your
everyday life!
The human heart was created with a great capacity to love. But along
with that comes a great capacity to feel pain. There is no denying that
those who love us, who are closest to us, can wound us the most
profoundly. That kind of pain can be difficult, if not impossible, to
overcome. And it can feel even more impossible to continue loving in
the face of it. Yet that is exactly what we are called to do. Sharing his
own story of personal pain, pastor and New York Times bestselling
author Jentezen Franklin shows us how to find the strength, courage,
and motivation to set aside the hurt, see others as God sees them, and
reach out in love. Through biblical and modern-day stories, he
discusses different types of relational disappointment and heartache,
and answers questions such as Why should I trust again? and How can
I ever really forgive? The walls we build around our hearts to cut us off
from pain are the very walls that block us from seeing hope, receiving
healing, and feeling love. Here are the tools and inspiration you need
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to tear down those walls, work through your wounds, repair damaged
relationships, and learn to love like you've never been hurt.
Python spirit is one of the principal agents of Satan, under Leviathan. It
has remarkable evil qualities. Given these gruesome qualities which
Python, serpents and Cobras possess, there is no way this archenemy
of humankind and God can be sympathetic towards his victims.
Human messengers of Python spirit look down on everyone and
instills fearlessness in his agents everywhere. His covenant with any
human being is unto death and always take preeminence in any
relationship dictating and giving orders. When Python spirit is
programed into the sea of your life, body organs are troubled, swell or
shrink in size (Job 26:12, 13). People possessed with Python spirit are
never submissive. They make trouble wherever they are until they get
to the top to divert divine orders. In times of war, they rule and reign
by causing anguish without mercy with the strength of lions, vipers and
fiery serpents (Isaiah 30:6; Ecclesiastes 10:8-11). Python spirit monitors
God's children who commit errors, break hedges, or disobeys God's
commandments in order to bite them without negotiating with God.
While Leviathan causes and controls international wars, Python Spirit
causes and monitors local wars and brings his victims to untold
hardship and painful sufferings with all manner of problem and
impossibilities. This book reveals his tricks and weapons of operation
and equips every believer with potent tools to counter them.
Acres of Diamonds
The Amazing Discernment of Women
War Against PYTHON and Snake Spirits
The Book of Mysteries
The Mother Heart of God
Spiritual Avalanche
A Riveting Look at the Key Players of the End Times
The Fasting Edge Journal

Who Will Usher in Earth’s Final Days?
Are we living in the end times? Is it
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possible that the players depicted in
the book of Revelation could be out in
force today? And if they are, would you
know how to recognize them? In Agents
of the Apocalypse, noted prophecy
expert Dr. David Jeremiah does what no
prophecy expert has done before. He
explores the book of Revelation through
the lens of its major players—the
exiled, the martyrs, the elders, the
victor, the king, the judge, the
144,000, the witnesses, the false
prophet, and the beast. One by one, Dr.
Jeremiah delves into their individual
personalities and motives, and the role
that each plays in biblical prophecy.
Then he provides readers with the
critical clues and information needed
to recognize their presence and power
in the world today. The stage is set,
and the curtain is about to rise on
Earth’s final act. Will you be ready?
In this thirty-day journey of
discerning the voice of God, Jentezen
Franklin focuses on the three central
elements of his best-selling book,
Right People, Right Place, Right Plan.
Readers will discover the importance of
associating with the right people,
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being in the right place, and having
the right plan, and learn to listen to
God’s voice and respond to life’s
circumstances with insight and
unwavering faith through these daily
meditations. God has bestowed the
incredible gift of discernment into the
heart of every believer. He has given
us an internal compass to help guide
our families, our finances, and every
other aspect of our lives. Jentezen
Franklin reveals how to tap into the
supernatural gift of spiritual
discernment to fulfill your purpose as
a child of God. .
The Secret Strategies of the Enemy
REVEALED Satan has always used the same
schemes to bind, oppress, confound, and
deceive mankind. What he is doing today
is nothing new. The traps he sets for
us are the same ones he set two
thousand years ago. Satan’s Dirty
Little Secret exposes the two demons
behind all of Satan’s attacks. This
prophetic revelation given in a vision
to Pastor Steve Foss exposes how the
enemy operates and shows you... How
Satan uses the same two spirits he
released on Eve in the garden as
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gateways to every other form of demonic
assault How to successfully defeat
these weapons and live free from the
bondage of the enemy’s attacks The
power of the Holy Spirit and God’s Word
can transform you into the image of
God. Live in the confidence of God’s
love and power. You can triumph over
Satan and accomplish everything God has
planned for your life!
DIV Through a vision of an avalanche
God gave Steve Hill a wake-up call to
today’s church. Now he shares his
revelation and provides the steps we
need to take to avoid this
destruction./div
Overcoming the Hidden Schemes of a
Demonic King
Powerful Prayers to Defeat the Python
Spirit Spirit of Lies, Deceptions and
Oppression
Opening the Door to a Deeper, More
Intimate, More Powerful Relationship
with God
Recover Your Passion. Recapture Your
Dream. Restore Your Joy
A Personal 21-Day Guide
Leviathan Exposed
Love Like You've Never Been Hurt
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Based on scriptural principles and stories this
book will teach you how to activate and apply
discernment in every area of your life. This book
teaches how God many times used women
because of their discernment throughout the
Bible. It also shows that every woman has been
given a special gift (sometimes referred to as
intuition). When a woman exercises this
discernment, they will find help/insight in these
areas: favor, the atmosphere of their home,
children, husband, outside associations,
protection, provision, recovery of what's been
lost, timing, right place, right plan, right people,
living a life that will be remembered
The Armor of God: Your Key to Victory Right
now, there is a real spiritual battle going on in
the unseen realm. Every Christian must equip
themselves against the forces of darkness.
Victory is possible when we use the full armor of
God described in Ephesians 6. In Pastor Phil
Hoppers first book, Defeating the Enemy, he
helped identify the devils strategies. Now, in The
Weapons of Our Warfare, Pastor Hopper takes
readers to the next level of spiritual warfare!
Learn how to: Break free from Satans
strongholds: learn how to overcome destructive
life patterns. Exercise your Kingdom authority:
engage the enemy from a place of victory. Use
the full Armor of God: understand the spiritual
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significance and practical application of each
piece of the armor. Spiritual warfare is a call to
arms. Use the Armor of God to claim your victory
and demolish the enemys work in your life today!
A balanced, practical, thorough, and easy-tofollow guide to deliverance and freedom. From a
well-respected pastor whose message is
accepted by all denominations of the church.
DIVWe all go through times when we feel like we
are not living up to our full potential. In Fasting
to Regain Your Edge, Jentezen Franklin shows
you how to recharge your spiritual energy
through fasting. /div
30 Days of Discerning the Voice of God
Fasting
Agents of the Apocalypse
Using the Full Armor of God to Defeat the Enemy
Discerning the Voice of God
Identify Evil Spirits and the Fruit They Manifest
Your Personal 21-Day Guide to a Successful Fast
Ancient Medicine for a Modern World
The first Biblical prophecy in Genesis 3:15 simply
reveals a salient truth: There is a spiritual hostility
and conflict between the righteous and the devil, the
ancient serpent. God wants us to engage the ancient
serpent in a battle. He wants us to use the authority
He has given to us to smash the serpent's head!
Unfortunately, so many people of God are bound by
demonic forces but do not know how to be free. The
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proliferation of python and snake spirits in this end
time has resulted in an epidemic of people living in
spiritual bondage. These python and snake spirits
have an aggressive appetite for destinies to swallow!
War Against Python And Snake Spirits is an attempt
to address this problem using two powerful
strategies: knowledge of how the enemy works and
fighting them with acidic warfare prayers. Praying
with knowledge of how the enemy operates gives a
believer superior advantage over the enemy. As you
pray with this book, you will see a great release of
God's power as it blends the power of His Word with
these two powerful strategies. The prayers in this
book is a do-it-yourself kind of prayer, designed for
you to see results. They are written to be simple, yet
powerful. My dear, you can't wait to hunt down those
python and snake spirits coiling and squeezing your
life and family. Enough of that intimidation! Pick this
Book and let's go-a-hunting!
It Is Time to Tackle the Things Trying to Overrun
Your Life Do you feel stuck in a mess? Are you
wondering how you got to this place and trying to
make sense of it all? Don't give up! In Overcoming
When You Feel Overwhelmed, New York Times
bestselling author Pastor Jentezen Franklin offers
five life-giving steps to help you · get up, get out and
get free · walk into the destiny God has prepared for
you Jentezen pulls back the curtain on the enemy's
tactics to hinder your spiritual growth, distract your
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attention and keep you from living to your fullest
potential during this critical season of prophetic
history. If you find that every battle you're fighting
has gotten more difficult to conquer--if you are
paralyzed and don't know which way to
go--remember God doesn't call you just a survivor.
He calls you an overcomer.
Why don't we talk about God's maternal love?
Searching for answers, Trudy Beyak, an awardwinning journalist, interviewed 50 global leaders of
faith: Ruth Graham, Ravi Zacharias, Raymond
Damadian, MRI inventor; J.I. Packer, editor, ESV
Bible; Gary Chapman, Tony Campolo, Luci Swindoll,
Brennan Manning, Pope Benedict XV1 and many
others. Ruth Graham says this: "When God created
men and women to be like Him, women are half the
picture." And, Ravi Zacharias agrees, because,
according to the Bible, they reflect the "maternal
personality of God's love." When no one cares, and
you're all alone, God comes close and comforts your
soul, as a mother comforts a child [Isaiah 66:13].
What a gift, then, it is to be a mother! The "maternal
instinct" to nurture others -corresponds to the
Creator, the God of all comfort. Women will no
longer need to ask: Dear Lord: Who am I? Discover
"50 exclusive interviews" that will transform a
woman's life. And there's much more. The Mother
Heart of God is a spiritual journey, a personal
invitation to every man and woman to experience the
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love that brings hope and healing to every soul.
God has a dream for you, and if you will seek Him,
He will reveal and guide you to it. Living your dreams
isn't easy. It takes persistence and tenacity, along
with faith in yourself, in God, and in the vision He
has given you. In this small book, Jentezen Franklin
gives you a powerful message of hope: you can do
it! The question is not can you dream, but do you
have the courage to act on it? Is there a dream in
your heart? Has life buried it? Have others told you
it's too late? Don't you believe it! Using personal
experiences and examples from biblical characters
who pursued their dreams to the end, Franklin
shows you how to find and walk out your God-given
vision for your life.
Believe That You Can
5 Steps to Surviving the Chaos of Life
The Two Demon Spirits that All Demons Get Their
Strength From
Fear Fighters
A Practical Guide on How to See in the Unseen
Realm
Hope, Healing and the Power of an Open Heart
Moving with Faith and Tenacity to the Dream God
Has Given You
Discovering God's Best Right Where You Are
You're on your guard for the Jezebel spirit. But did
you know that it doesn't work alone? Just as the
holy Trinity works together to deliver, redeem and
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then guide us day by day, an unholy trinity is doing
everything possible to put us in bondage, strip us of
our God-given identity and derail our Kingdom
purpose. Satan's abominable threesome--the spirits
of Jezebel, religion and witchcraft--is coordinating
its attack. Are you? Veteran spiritual warrior Jennifer
LeClaire pulls back the curtain on the calculated and
systematic strategies of the enemy while offering
practical biblical tactics to combat this deadly trio.
Her Spirit-anointed discernment will help you
understand the hidden schemes of these spirits and,
with God's help, to resist them. Here is the plan of
attack that will allow you to take back your Kingdom
purpose, claim freedom from Satan's deadly trio and
live in victory. "Few people connect the dots
between these three with the insight Jennifer
LeClaire offers in this book. She equips mature
believers to combat and overcome darkness through
the power of God."--Marcus Yoars, former editor,
Charisma magazine "Jennifer clearly exposes the
root of pride, self-righteousness and legalism that
desires to manipulate and control. The candor and
directness by which she unpacks the message in
this book is commendable."--Doug Stringer, Turning
Point Ministries International; Somebody Cares
International "I could hear the bells of freedom
ringing as I read every page."--Ron Phillips, senior
pastor, Abba's House; author; television and radio
host
Recharge your spiritual energy as you reinforce your
progress with this companion journal to The Fasting
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Edge.
DIVDIVBeat the devil at his own game and wage
warfare with confidence!/div/div
Turn Confusion Into Clarity, Conflict Into Unity, And
Misunderstanding Into Cooperation. Do you feel
misunderstood, like no matter what you say it's
misinterpreted? And the more you try to explain
yourself, the more it seems to stir up confusion and
conflict? Those are all signs that Leviathan is at
work in your midst. Leviathan is a high-level
demonic spirit that works subtly behind the scenes
to twist and pervert communications with the goal of
destroying relationships and alliances. It wants to
derail your destiny. If this wicked spirit is allowed to
run amok, it will infiltrate every area of your life,
creating chaos, confusion, devastation, and
destruction. But fear not, because you now hold in
your hands the understanding, tools, and tactics you
need to stop this demonic power in its tracks and
remove it from your life and spheres of influence.
Leviathan Exposed: Overcoming the Hidden
Schemes of a Demonic King reveals how this
stealthy spirit works and how you can shut the door
on its lies and manipulations to clear up
communications, strengthen relationships, and get
your destiny back on track.
The Fasting Edge
Overcoming When You Feel Overwhelmed
Enjoy Real Success without Losing Your True Self
A Cactus in the Desert
Unplanned
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Gazing Into Glory
Experiencing and Enforcing the Resurrection Power
of Jesus
The Threat of False Teachings that Could Destroy
Millions
Are you in a season of life where every
search for direction, encouragement, or
fulfillment seems to come up empty? You
thought God had you in a place to thrive and
grow, but you are ready to call it quits.
There has to be something better. You don't
need a new garden; you just need to learn how
to dig! In Acres of Diamonds, pastor and New
York Times bestselling author Jentezen
Franklin helps you discover the unfathomable
riches Jesus Christ has for you. Rather than
chase after a better life, you can celebrate
the untold spiritual provision to be found
even in the midst of spiritual deprivation.
Readers will learn to cherish where God has
placed them as they uncover the hidden
potential within their families, jobs,
ministries, and communities . . . right where
they are.
New York Times best-selling author Jentezen
Franklin is back with a message that will
inspire you to break free and reclaim a life
of passion, purpose, and praise.
A guide to biblical fasting discusses how to
choose a fast, the connection between fasting
and prayer, the essential components of a
successful fast, and what to expect mentally,
physically, and spiritually.
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Take Hold of Resurrection Life! The devil
prowls around like a lion, seeking to steal,
kill, and destroy. The enemy can keep us from
experiencing the abundant life that Jesus
promised. But the same Spirit that raised
Christ from the dead lives within us, His
children. To truly walk in fullness of life,
we must apply this resurrection power to our
daily lives! Becky Dvorak is a dynamic
preacher of the Gospel, healing evangelist,
and prophetess to the nations. Furthermore,
she is a mom, wife, and grandmother who has
served on the foreign mission field for 25
years. Through her relatable ministry
experience, Becky learned how to enforce Gods
supernatural power in her life. In her
boldest work yet, she calls all believers to
step into new realms of Jesus resurrection
power. Through compelling testimonies, her
own dynamic story, and next-level Bible
teaching, Becky shows you how to: Come into
agreement with the Spirit of life. Recognize
and renounce the spirit of death. Be prepared
for sudden and unexpected battles. Reject the
fear of death. Use five revelatory keys to
overcome the spirit of death. Use biblical
keys to overcoming depression. Throw off the
spirit of death, and take hold of the joy and
abundance of Jesus resurrection power!
Deliverance from Python Spirit
Discover the Symptoms of this Spirits and How
it Operates, Contains Dangerous Prayers and
Decrees to Break Free From Its Squeezing
Stronghold!
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Right People, Right Place, Right Plan
Devotional
Essential Oils
How to Try a Spirit
Unveiling the Mystery of the Father's
Maternal Love
Spirit of Python Unveiled
The Dramatic True Story of a Former Planned
Parenthood Leader's Eye-opening Journey
Across the Life Line

Retailers Choice Award winner, 2012 Abby
Johnson quit her job in October 2009. That simple
act became a national news story because Abby
was the director of a Planned Parenthood clinic in
Texas who, after participating in an actual abortion
procedure for the first time, walked down the
street to join the Coalition for Life. Unplanned is a
heart-stopping personal drama of life-and-death
encounters, a courtroom battle, and spiritual
transformation that speaks hope and compassion
into the political controversy that surrounds this
issue. Telling Abby's story from both sides of the
abortion clinic property line, this book is a mustread for anyone who cares about the life versus
rights debate and helping women who face crisis
pregnancies. Now updated with a new chapter
covering the latest events in Abby's journey, in the
news, and in changing legislation . . . and revealing
the impact Abby's story has had in the most
surprising places.
The Spirit of PythonExposing Satan's Plan to
Squeeze the Life Out of YouCharisma Media
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DIV"New York Times"-bestselling author Franklin
offers the necessary keys to experiencing
powerful transformation in this 21-day fasting
journal. Each day provides a specific focus for
prayers and fasting, and includes specific
reminders of what to expect both physically and
spiritually during a fast./div
Does it sometimes feel as though painful events
and circumstances have caused your heart to
flatline? Have you been looking for a chance to
change? If you know that something needs to be
done, then hear God saying to you, "It's time." Give
him permission to begin a work of healing within
you. It's time to restart your heart. In this inspiring
21-day devotional, author and pastor Jentezen
Franklin offers hope and encouragement to
individuals seeking reconciliation, healing, and
breakthrough. Pastor Jentezen shows you how to
leave behind hurt and bitterness, and instead
choose love and forgiveness, to release
unfathomable freedom and joy in Christ. It is your
season for healing. The Holy Spirit will help you in
every single area of your life. Live in expectation!
The Spirit of Python
Conquering the Spirit of Death
Restart Your Heart
Live Worry-Free No Matter What Happens
The Fearless Life
21-Day Spiritual Warfare Prayer Guide
Exposing Satan's Plan to Squeeze the Life Out of
You
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Rules Of Engagement
PYTHON SPIRITS...WHAT ARE THEY? HOW TO
IDENTIFY THEM AND DEFEAT THEM PERMANENTLY.The
python spirit is the spirit of lies,
deception and spiritual oppression of
heaviness. It is also the spirit that empower
people to practice divination, fortune
telling, and visions that are not of God.In
Genesis, it was this spirit that possessed
the serpent to lie to Eve, twisting the Word
of God and ultimately worked towards creating
enmity between God and man. That's the
ultimate goal of the python spirit. It will
lie to your mind and create all manner of
thoughts against God. It will try to convince
you that God does not really care, otherwise,
why would you be going through the kind of
problems you are going through. It will
remind you how much you have prayed, fasted
and sowed seeds and yet have nothing to show
for it. It will try to point you to other
believers who are suffering and try to get
you to reconsider your absolute faith in God.
When you begin to get this kind of dialogue
in your mind, recognise that the spirit of
python has come to oppress you. Bind it and
cast it into abyss, in Jesus name.There are
also other ways that the python spirit
operate. In this book, we will explore how
this spirit can possess and oppress people
and then deal with the demon and her children
with the WORD of God. Beloved, arise and
enforce your complete
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deliverance....TODAY...from anything that is
not of God.
Break free from this subtle destroyer and
reclaim a life of passion and purpose.
Pythons have an interesting way of killing
their prey. They constrict it until it can no
longer breathe, literally suffocating the
life out of it. In the spirit realm Satan
often works in the same way, slowly
slithering his way into our lives, attempting
to choke the very life out of us. The python
spirit can squeeze the joy out of your
worship and prayers. It can pressure you to
keep quiet when God wants you to speak up.
And it can steal the peace of knowing that
you belong to God. But there is a way to
defeat him. You don’t have to become his
prey. The Spirit of Python helps you
understand the strategies of this subtle
destroyer, how he works, how to detect him,
and how to break his hold from your life. You
can learn to: · Recognize the early warning
signs that you are under attack · Find the
ways you may have unknowingly given him
access into your home · Bring God’s
deliverance and restoration into every area
of your life We are in the middle of an
unseen spiritual war. God wants to break the
coils of the serpent off of your life. He
wants to help you breathe again.
Nothing Can Stop God’s Dreams For You Living
your dreams isn’t easy. It takes persistence
and tenacity, along with faith in yourself,
in God, and in the vision He has given you.
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In Believe That You Can, Jentezen Franklin
gives you a powerful message of hope: you can
do it! Using his own personal experiences and
examples from biblical characters who pursued
their dreams to the end, Franklin shows you
how to find and walk out your God-given
vision for your life. Here you will find what
you need to turn your dreams into reality,
including: The five stages of a dream and how
to recognize and get through each of them
What you can do when your dream seems far
away or impossible How to fight for your
dream and never let go until it comes to pass
Don’t let anybody steal what God has already
shown you!
STRAIGHT FROM HOLLYWOOD comes a dynamic
business model for building a thriving career
without compromising your faith. DeVon
Franklin, vice president of production for
Columbia Pictures, shares how being bold
about his Christian faith while being driven
and ambitious has actually helped him to
excel in a high-profile, fast-paced,
competitive industry. You are the movie.
Produced by Faith parallels each step of the
Hollywood filmmaking process with the faithmaking process God uses to turn your career
into a success. You will discover that it is
possible to be both wildly successful and
completely committed to God—and that you will
be even more successful when you place your
faith at the center of your career. You can
unleash the power of your faith as your
greatest professional advantage and use the
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compass of God’s Word to guide you to your
true passion and purpose in life. In this
informative, inspiring book, DeVon reveals
the secrets to maintaining your faith while
advancing in your career. Here he shows you:
• How to discover The Big Idea for your life
• How to take your career to the next level •
How to recognize the signs God sends you that
indicate when it’s time to move in a new
direction • How to stand firm on your
Christian principles without compromise • How
to work with people who don’t understand your
beliefs • How to choose a profession,
industry, or company that is in tune with
your purpose DeVon says, “I know from my own
experiences that if you will put your career
in God’s hands and trust him, you can’t
account for all the ways he will bless you.
When you step out in faith, he will open
doors and bring you opportunities that will
surpass even your wildest expectations. . . .
If I have learned anything, it’s this: to get
where you want to go, you first have to
become the person God wants you to be.”
How to Live With Confidence in a World Driven
by Fear
21 Encouraging Devotions So You Can Love Like
You've Never Been Hurt
Every Believer's Birth Right to Walk in the
Supernatural
Defeating the Deceptions of Jezebel, Religion
and Witchcraft
Operation Python Dethroning the False Prophet
A Practical Guide to Deliverance
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Produced by Faith
School of the Seers

DIVWill you live in FEAR? Or will you
live by FAITH? Fear has the deceptive
ability to influence and affect our
daily lives and the world we live in.
What do you fear most in life? What are
the greatest threats facing you? Crime?
Violence? The economy? Fear Fighters
will help you identify and defeat the
very source of fear that threatens you
from living in peace and joy./div
Gazing Into Glory reveals the Lord's
intent for spiritual manifestations to
become your normal Christian
experience. This book rests on solid
biblical support and is built on modernday, real-life supernatural
experiences. You too will discover the
true essence of the glory of God. There
has been a growing hunger and passion
in the hearts of God's people-- birthed
by the Holy Spirit-- to more fully walk
in the spirit and access in a more
specific way all that the Word
indicates is yours. You are encouraged
to use Gazing Into Glory as a roadmap
as you journey into the lifestyle and
mindset that God destined for you to
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enjoy. By expounding upon the power and
benefits of the Glory of God, the
scriptural manifestations of God's
glory become more than parables-- they
embrace you. Walking in the
supernatural is not promised only to a
select mystical few. The experience
belongs to all believers who choose to
pursue the promises of God for
themsleves--it belongs to you.
This five-week interactive study
resource package is perfect for both
individuals and small groups interested
in gaining understanding, growing their
faith, and drawing closer to God. This
program involves a Fasting DVD and
"Fasting Study Guide," in which
Franklin explores this somewhat
forgotten spiritual discipline.
Ancient Remedies for Your Everyday
Life! In a world where medicine
cabinets are packed full of
prescription medications and synthetic
drugswith lists of dangerous side
effects longer than benefitsits time to
discover a superior alternative with
thousands of years of historical
backing and current scientific review.
Three leading names in the natural
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health world have joined forces to
bring you Essential Oils: Ancient
Medicine for the Modern World, your
guide to a powerful form of plant-based
medicine that can help take the health
of your family to new heights. With
this user-friendly handbook, you will
learn everything you need to know about
essential oils and receive practical
instruction on how to use them
effectively so you can start enjoying
their benefits now. This book will help
accomplish three key objectives You
will: Be educated on what essentials
oil are and why they are so powerful.
Feel empowered to use essential oils
safely and effectively to enrich your
health and your familys health. Get
equipped to start enjoying the multiple
benefits of essential oils in your
everyday life: from treating cuts,
scratches and stuffy noses to providing
chemical-free personal care, household
cleaning and natural pet care. If you
are ready to experience more energy,
better health, enhanced brain function,
balanced hormones, improved digestion,
a boosted immune system, reduced
emotional stress, and an overall higher
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quality of life, get ready to start
using these ancient medicines in your
modern life!
The Weapons of Our Warfare
Satan's Deadly Trio
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